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Writing Skills - Tips on Paragraph Writing 

What is a paragraph?  

‘A paragraph is a group of sentences on a single topic.’ 

 

Parts of a Paragraph 

A paragraph has three basic parts: 

1. The topic sentence 

This is the main idea of the paragraph. It is the first sentence of the paragraph. 

 

2. The supporting Sentences 

These are the sentences that explain the topic sentence. You should write at least three. 

 

3. The Concluding sentence 

This can finish a paragraph by repeating the main idea or just giving a final comment about the topic. 

 

How to write a paragraph ? 

Paragraph Writing has four stages: 

1.Prewriting the paragraph 

The stage when you think carefully about the topic and write down whatever ideas come to your mind.  

You can make a word web or sketch your ideas.  

 

2. Writing/Drafting  the paragraph 

In the drafting stage you organize your ideas and frame them into sentences. This is like rough work. 

 

3. Editing the paragraph 

The editing stage is when you check your paragraph for mistakes and correct them. You can delete  

sentences that are not relevant and add or change the sequence to improve your paragraph.  

 



4. Publishing the paragraph 

At this stage you produce the final copy of your paragraph. 

 

Sample :  Paragraph Writing 

The Warm Weather 

The warm weather allows me to play outside. I play under the sprinkler with my brother. We run  

through the water and scream each time. At night, I play hide and seek with my friends. I usually hide 

behind a big bush. I love it when the weather is warm.  

 

Home Practice Work  

Note - This is a portfolio activity that has to be done in A4 sheet and filed in a folder. 

 

Write a paragraph on the following topics in 40 to 50 words. 

1. Save Water 

2. Save Trees 

***This content is prepared absolutely from home. 


